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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the delay system $4 described by the linear autonomous retarded functional differential 
equation (fide) 
£d : ~(t) = da(O)x( t  + 0), (1.1) 
?. 
where t e (0, ~)  denotes time, r e (0, oo) denotes the system memory span, the instantaneous 
state x(t)  e R n and a E BV([-r, 0]; Rnxn), the class of n x n matrix valued functions of bounded 
variation on [-r,O]. The state of £d is the segment function xt, defined by xt(O) = x(t  + 0), 
- r  < 0 < 0. In this notation, the initial function of (1.1) can be written as 
x0(0) = ¢(e)  - r < 0 < 0, (1.2) 
where ¢ E C([-r,  0]; Rn), the class of Rn-valued continuous function on [-r, 0]. By the solution 
of Sa is meant the continuous function x E C( [ - r ,  ~) ;R  n) for which x0(0) = ¢(0) and which 
satisfies (1.1) for t > 0. 
The linear nonautonomous  fide ~(t) = -2 te l -2 tx ( t  - 1) admits the solution x(t )  = e -t2 on 
[ -1 ,  co). See [1, p. 97]. This solution approaches zero faster than any exponential, but is never 
zero. Such a solution is said to be small. More precisely, corresponding to an initial function 
¢ ~ 0, the solution of an rfde is said to be a small solution if l imt_~ ektx(t )  = 0Vk e R. The 
question then arises as to whether a linear autonomous rfde Sd may admit a small solution [1,2]. 
Further research [1] has shown that  if x(.) is a small solution of Sd, then x( t )  = 0 for t >_ 
nr  - E detA(,k)) where A(A)  = AIn - fo_ e~Odc~(O ) is the system characteristic matr ix and 
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E(det A(A)) = limlAl_~oo(ln I det Zx(A)I)/IAI is the exponential type of det A(A). See also [3,4] and 
references therein for further background on the subject. 
In [1], a small solution is characterized through analysis of its exponential type. Our aim is to 
obtain a spectral characterization based on a transformation [5,6] of,gd to an ordinary differential 
equation. Following [6], the essential aspects of the transformation theory are summarized below. 
2. BACKGROUND MATERIAL  
2.1. Jordan Form 
Let T(t) : C([-r, 0]; R n) --* C([-r, 0]; R n) defined by xt = T(t)¢ denote the solution operator 
of (1.1). Following [1], {T(t); t > 0} is a Co semigroup of bounded linear operators whose infin- 
itesimal generator A has a countable point spectrum given by a(A) = {$ • C : det A($) = 0} 
and each eigenvalue has a finite algebraic multiplicity. Let C+vo = {A • C : Re A _> - to ,  v0 _> 0} 
denote an arbitrary closed right half of the complex plane bounded by $ = -v0. It is known [1], 
that for any v0 _> 0, there are finitely many eigenvalues in C+vo . Let AS, j = 1,2, . . . ,N,  be 
the distinct eigenvalues in C+~o. For each distinct eigenvalue As with algebraic multiplicity ms, 
l l we define a Jordan cell Jj(AS) • cm¢xm¢ by JS = i~1 J J (A J ,  where JJ • cm¢xm~. Thus, 
m s = ~-]~[J=~ m~ where gs represents the number of subcells in Js. Extending this to all the 
N distinct eigenvalues in C+~o yields the Jordan matrix 
N N gj 
J :  (gJs : (2.1) 
j= l  j= l  /=1 
where a(J) = a(.A) N C+_vo and M = Y~ff=t ms. Knowledge of the number and orders of the sub- 
cells in each cell is required to construct the above Jordan matrix J E C MxM. This information 
can be displayed as a Segre characteristic [7, p. 241], namely, 
{ (m~,m2,... ,m#ll), (m~,m~,... ,m~ 2) , . . . ,  (mlN,m2,.. .  ,m~ N) }. 
The Segre characteristic can be obtained with the help of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A s E a(A) be an eigenvalue of algebraic multiplicity ms. Then, the charac- 
teristic matrix A(A) admits the representation 
A(A) = E(A) diag [(A - AS) sj , (A - AS) s~ , . . . ,  (A - Aj) s~'] F(A), (2.2) 
where E(A) and F(A) are n x n matrix functions which are analytic and invertible in a neighbor- 
hood of A s. Furthermore, t¢~ > ~. . .  > ~ > 0 are integers (called partial multiplicities) which 
are uniquely determined by A(A) and satisfy the relation 
=ms. (2.3) 
This theorem is based on Theorem 1.1.2 and Corollary 1.1.7 of [8] which also provides an 
algorithm for determining the partial multiplicities. As in [6], we identify the Segre characteristic 
with the partial multiplicities by setting 
m~ = ~,  / = 1,2,. . . ,gj ,  
where gj represents the number of nonzero partial multiplicities in the representation (2.2) 
of A(A). Once the the Jordan matrix J E C M×M is known, the corresponding (left) Jordan 
chains can be organized through the generalized left characteristic matrix equation (glcme) [5,6]. 
See a related development in [9]. 
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2.2. Left Jordan Chains 
THEOREM 2.2. Given 8d and an arbitrary Uo >_ O, there exists a nontrivial Q E C Mxn satisfying 
the glcme, namely, 
; JQ = eJOQ da(#), (2.4) 
r 
where J E C MxM is a Jordan matrix such that a( J) = a(c4) N C + More specifically, O ~ Q E 
- -  12  0 • 
i l C Mxn satisfies (2.4) ¢* co(Q~) E ker U~(Aj;mj). That is, 
l ! [co(Qj)] U~()u;m~) =O, j= l ,2  . . . .  ,N, l=  l ,2 , . . . ,g j ,  (2.5) 
where ' denotes transposition, 
1 dA 1 d 2 A 1 dm~- 1A 
A(A) 1-~ dA 2] dA 2 "'" (m~-  1)! dAm~ -1 
1 dA 1 dm~-2A 
0 A(A) 1] dA "'" (m~ -2) !  dAm~ -2 
l 3 
1 dmJ - A 
0 0 .", (~,) . . .  (m} - 3 ) !  
: : : " . .  : 
o o o . . .  A(~) 
Q = col(Q j, j = 1 ,2 , . . . ,N ;  Qj E C mjxn), 
= ---- 
A=Aj 
(2.6) 
(2.~) 
(2.8) 
and co : C pxq ) C lxpq denotes the isomorphism which carries a p x q matrix into a pq column 
vector by stringing the rows of the matrix one after another and then transposing. 
See [6] for proof. From (2.5), it is evident hat the rows of Q E C M×'~ are either left eigenvectors 
or generalized left eigenvectors of A(A). See [6,8] for details. Thus, Q ¢ 0. As v0 ~ oo, M ~ oo, 
but the maximum rank attainable by Q is n. In any event, regardless of whether ank Q = n 
or not, the pair (J, Q) E C MxM x C Mxn satisfying the glcme permits the reduction of 8d to an 
ordinary differential equation as follows. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let 
z(t) = Qx(t) 9- eg(t+e-~)Q da(O)x(T) dT, 
r 0 
t > 0, (2.9) 
where x (.) is any solution of Sd and the pair (J, Q) E C M x M × cM x n satisfies the glcme (2.4). 
Then z(.) satisfies the ordinary differential equation 
8o : ]~(t) = Jz(t), t > O. (2.10) 
PROOF. Follows by direct differentiation. 
3. MAIN  RESULT 
THEOREM 3.1. Given ,qd and 0 <_ uo < oo, let J E C MxM be a Jordan matrix such that a(J)  = 
+ a(A) N C_~o and whose Segre characteristic s determined by the nonzero partial multiplicities 
of A(A) as above. Let Q E C Mxn be a nontrivial solution of the glcme (2.4). Assume that for 
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the given uo, rank Q = n. Then, £d has a small solution if and only if there exists a nonzero 
¢ • C([-r,0];R n) such that 
Q¢(0) + e J(°-r)Q da(0)¢(r) dr = O. (3.1) 
Such a small solution vanishes no later than t = r. 
PROOF. =~ Let x(.) be a small solution of £d. Then by [1, p. 76], x(t)  = 0 for t > TH where 
TH = nr -- E(det A(A)). Inspection of the integral term on the RHS of (2.9) shows it to vanish 
for t >_ TH + r. Therefore, z(t) = eJtz(O) = 0 for t > TH + r or z(0) = 0 as required. 
¢= Suppose that there exists a nontrivial ¢ • C([-r,  0]; R n) such that (3.1) holds; that is, z(0) = 0. 
From (2.10), z(t) = eJtz(O) = 0 Vt  > 0. Then, the transformation (2.9), gives 
~-') ~+0 eJ(t-I-O-r) Qx( t ) = - Q da( O)x( r ) dv, 
?. 
Vt > 0. (3.2) 
Note that t - r < t + 9 < v < t, so that for t > r, r > 0 and the RHS of (3.2) does not explicitly 
contain the initial function ¢. Let y(t) = Qx(t) .  Since rank Q = n, 3QL • C nxM such that 
QLQ = In. Then, for t > r, (3.2) can be written as 
y(t) = - e J ( t ' l ' ° -v )Q  da(#)QL y(r)  dT. 
r 0 
(3.3) 
Let V°~alp denote the variation of alp on I-r,0] and Ily(t)ll -- maxi ly~(t)l. Recall that for 
f e C([a,b]) and g e SV([a,b]), I f : f ( t )dg( t ) l  < suP[a,b] If(t)l Vbag. Using these facts and (3.3), 
we obtain fl Hy(t)[I <_ 
where ko is some constant. Since t - r  < r < t or 0 _< t - r  <_ r, it follows that Ile:(t-~')l[ < e IIJIIr. 
Thus, for t >_ r, we have 
Ily(t)ll <_ k0e IIJIIr [ly(v)l] dr, (3.4) 
and by Gronwall's inequality, Hy(t)H = IIQx(t)][ = o. That is, for t _> r and any solution x(.), 
we have 0 < Hx(t)l I = HQLQx(t)H <_ HQLll I IQx(t)l l  = 0 or x(t )  = 0 v t  > r, whence limt_~ao e kt 
x(t)  = 0 for any k • R. That is, x(.) is a small solution and vanishes no later than t = r. This 
concludes the proof of the theorem. 
DISCUSSION. 
(i) It would be interesting to obtain a direct condition on a(.) and r to delineate those systems 
for which the assumption rank Q = n is true. 
(ii) It is clear from the foregoing that the question of small solutions reduces to the question 
of solvability of (3.1) which may be viewed as a system of linear equations for ¢(0). 
Applying the Fredholm Alternative Theorem (FAT), it is seen that (3.1) is solvable if and only if 
/;~ o veJ(°-~)Q da(0)¢(~') dv -- 0, 
Vv' E ker(Q'). Further analysis hows that the above FAT condition is not always upheld, so 
that (3.1) is, in general, not solvable except under special conditions. Such conditions include 
the following. 
(i) a (A)  is finite and rank Q = n. In this case, Q-1 exists and (3.1) is solvable for ¢(0). 
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(i i) a E BV([ - r ,0] ;R  nxn) and 0 ~ ~b E C([ - r ,0] ;R n) are such that the integral in (3.1) is 
identically zero. In that case, the choice of ~b(0) = 0 is enough to satisfy (3.1). 
Both techniques are illustrated in the following example. 
(oOO i )  EXAMPLE. Let Sd : ~(t) = Aox(t)  + A lX(t  - 1) where Ao = o , A1 = o o . Show 
0 00 
that this system has small solutions and describe the set of initial functions which yields small 
solutions. 
SOLUTION. The characteristic matrix A(A) = o x 1-e -~ , detA(A) = A2(A + 1), so that 
0 0 A+I 
+ 
a(.A) = {-1 ,0 ,0} = {A1,A2,A2} is finite. Therefore, for any v0 > 1, a(.A) C C_vo. Here, N = 2, 
ml = 1, m2 = 2, and M = 3. To construct J requires knowledge of the Segre characteristic. For 
A1,  ?n  I = 1, SO that, trivially, m~ = 1. For A2, we employ the algorithm described in the proof 
of Theorem 1.1.2 of [8], to put A(A) in the local Smith form as A(A) = E(A) diag(A 2, 1, 1)F(A) 
where E(A) and F(A) are n x n matrix functions invertible in some neighborhood of the origin 
of C. This shows that g2 = 1 and m~(= n21) = 2, so that the Segre characteristic s {(m]), (m~)} 
= {(1), (2)}. (OO)o 1 
= = 00 . 
010  
LEFT JORDAN CHAINS. For ml = 1, the Jordan chain reduces to a left eigenvector Q1 = 
(qH,q12,q13) given by (2.5) as QIA(A1) = 0 to give Q1 = Q1 = (O,O, qla), q13 7 ~ O. For rn~ = 2, 
we have a (left) Jordan chain of order 2 given by 
(co O~)' ~(~) ~(~1 = o. 
o h(~) ~=o 
Letting (co Q~)' = (qz1,q22,q23,qzl,qz2,q33) yields q21 = 0, q23 = 0, q3t = q22 , 2q22 + q33 = 0, 
(q21 _- (o  o ) rote that for a chain of order 2, 0 whence  Q2 = Q1 = \qal q32 q33 / q22 q32 - -2q22  " 
Therefore, 
Q = Q2 q22 0 
q22 qa2 -2q22 
and rank Q = 3 = n. With the above computations, it is verified that the glcme is satisfied. 
Since the spectrum is finite and rank Q = n, this system has small solutions. Prom (3.1), the set 
of initial functions which yield small solutions is given by 4~ E C([ - r ,  0]; R n) such that 
0o f ~b(0) = - /~  fo Q-teJ (O- ' )Qd°e(O)cb(~')dT=- r Q-le-J("+~')QAl~(r)d~'" (3.5) 
This gives 
0 f e2(0) - - - j _ [ '  ~3(~)d~, ~1(0) = [(1+~)~3(~) - ~2(~)1 dr. ~3(0) = 0, 
1 1 
Alternatively, choosing ¢(r)  = [~l(r), 0, 0] yields A le(r )  = 0, so that the RI-IS of (3.5) is identi- 
cally zero. The satisfaction of (3.1) is then guaranteed by putting ~(0) = 0. 
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